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On the Security of the ZigBee Light Link Touchlink

Commissioning Procedure

Frederik Armknecht1, Zinaida Benenson2, Philipp Morgner3, Christian Müller4

Abstract: Specifications of security mechanisms often lack explicit descriptions of the envisioned
security goals and the underlying assumptions. This makes it difficult for developers and customers
to understand the level of security provided by the systems. Moreover, this omission has repeatedly
resulted in practical attacks that violate the implicit security assumptions of the specifications. In this
work, we illustrate this effect on the example of the ZigBee Light Link (ZLL) profile, currently one
of the most popular standards for smart lighting in domestic environments. We first provide a concise
description of ZLL commissioning procedure for initiating and extending a network of smart bulbs,
extracted directly from the specification. We then discuss how the commissioning protocol can be
transformed into a formal security model, but also highlight where this is subject to interpretations
because of the unclear implicit security assumptions. The proposed security model is flexible, i.e.,
it can be extended to capture further security requirements or attacker classes, and hence provides a
solid foundation for rigorous security analyses of ZLL and other ZigBee profiles.
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1 Introduction

Smart buildings comprise interconnected household, office and personal devices, and sys-

tems designated to support and enhance the everyday life of inhabitants. Applications in-

clude alarm systems, energy management, building automation, or support systems for

elderly and disabled people [BLM+11, HH12, MH12]. These systems can have a substan-

tial impact on safety and privacy of the users, as they collect and process sensor data about

the residents, and also automatically trigger different actuators.

Therefore, security mechanisms should ensure that only authorized entities control and

manage smart objects, as well as that only authorized smart objects communicate with

each other and access the gathered information [UJS13, ARA12]. Despite the enormous

relevance of this topic, a comprehensive framework for a sound analysis of security fea-

tures in smart building networks does not exist. Even worse, for most existing mechanisms

in place, a rigorous description of the underlying security assumptions is missing.

This is not of academic interest only. On the contrary, security holes discovered in prac-

tice are often difficult to fix afterwards and mostly result in high costs, as the security

disasters of GSM [BBK03], WEP [BHL06] and Bluetooth [JW01, HHPT13] have shown.

Quite often in these cases, the discovered vulnerabilities were either apparent in the speci-

fications from the very beginning, or resulted from the inaccurate or missing assumptions
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about what to protect (security goals) and against whom to protect (attacker motives and

capabilities).

Security mechanisms of ZigBee Pro [Zig12b], one of the most popular standards for low-

power and low-cost networks in smart buildings, similarly have turned out to be insuffi-

cient over and over again [Wri09, VHP+13, Zil15]. This creates the impression of smart

buildings being insecure in general, which may unsettle potential customers. Therefore, it

is necessary to provide a concise and well-founded assessment of ZigBee security.

In this work, we make a first step towards this goal and introduce a formal security model

for the touchlink commissioning procedure described in the ZigBee Light Link (ZLL)

[Zig12a] profile specification. We demonstrate how to express ZLL security mechanisms

by means of a formal security model, at the same time discussing the shortcomings of the

corresponding specification where the readers have to rely on personal interpretations. The

introduced security model can be easily extended for analysis of further security goals and

mechanisms in smart buildings and similar systems.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we outline related work. We provide

background on ZigBee and ZLL in Section 3, and describe ZLL touchlink commissioning

in Section 4. In Section 5, we present the formal security model for ZLL and discuss the

security of ZLL within this model. We conclude this paper in Section 6.

2 Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, neither a formal concept of a security model nor a sound

security framework for the ZLL standard or parts thereof has been published yet. How-

ever, several works analyze security of ZigBee products and outline security flaws. Thus,

Wright [Wri09] introduced the KillerBee framework as a penetration testing tool for Zig-

Bee networks. He exposed security flaws in the key provisioning protocol of the ZigBee

Pro specification by showing that the network key is sent unprotected on the wireless chan-

nel. Vidgren et. al. [VHP+13] demonstrated the exploitation of the key exchange process

in the Standard Security mode of ZigBee. As a consequence to this attack, they conclude

that the Standard Security mode should be removed from the ZigBee specification.

Zillner and Strobl [Zil15, ZS15] analyzed security measures of the ZigBee Pro Home Au-

tomation (ZHA) and the ZLL profiles using their SecBee framework and found numerous

protocol and implementation flaws. For example, they exploit the ZLL touchlink commis-

sioning process to seize control over ZLL devices and show that unauthorized disclosure of

the ZLL master key in March 2015 compromised the security of the entire ZLL ecosystem.

3 ZigBee Light Link

In this section, we introduce ZLL and provide an overview of the technical background

and security mechanisms.
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3.1 ZigBee Overview

ZigBee is a standard that connects embedded technologies in Wireless Personal Area Net-

works (WPANs). The specification is maintained by the ZigBee Alliance, a non-profit or-

ganization that comprises over 250 members. It defines the network, security, and software

layers and supervises the conformance and interoperability of ZigBee-certified products.

The first ratified ZigBee specification was published in 2004, referred to as ZigBee 2004.

Two years later, in the ZigBee 2006 specification, cluster libraries and security features

were introduced. A new security model including a so-called trust center was introduced

in the ZigBee 2007 specification, and in the same year, the initial ZigBee Pro specification

containing additional software features and enhanced security mechanisms was released,

which has been subject to several revisions, the most recent in 2012. The newest ZigBee

3.0 standard is expected to be published in 2016 and is not publicly available yet. In this

paper, we thus consider the current ZigBee Pro specification [Zig12b].

ZigBee Pro includes different profiles, which comprise customized sets of features and

protocols for a specific application area, such as Home Automation (ZHA) [Zig13b] and

Smart Energy (SE) [Zig13a] profiles. Here we focus on the ZLL profile [Zig12a] that is

implemented, for example, by Philips Hue and Osram Lightify are smart lighting systems.

3.2 ZLL Technical Background and Security Mechanisms

The ZLL profile describes three different node types: ZigBee Coordinator (ZC), ZigBee

Router (ZR), and ZigBee End Device (ZED). In a ZigBee network, there exists exactly one

designated ZC, which acts as the router initially forming the network. In contrast, there is

no fixed number of ZRs and ZEDs. ZRs act as full-function devices that route data frames

to other nodes, whereas ZEDs do not have router functionality and need a ZC or ZR parent

device for network participation. Most ZigBee devices form mesh networks, but also other

network topologies are feasible, such as star and tree.

Fig. 1: Overview of the stack architecture of ZLL devices.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the ZLL stack consists of four layers: physical (PHY), medium

access control (MAC), network (NWK), and application (APL). The two lower layers,
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PHY and MAC, are defined in the IEEE 802.15.4-2003 specification [IEE03]. This speci-

fication is also incorporated into other WPAN standards, most prominently Thread Group

[Sil15] and WirelessHART [Int10]. The PHY layer is the lowest layer and defines the

physical interface. ZigBee products use radio-frequency communication in the 2.4 GHz

ISM band. The MAC layer provides functionalities to transmit data frames in a reliable

manner by managing access to the radio channel via CSMA/CA mechanisms, sending

beacon frames, acknowledgement frames, and applying synchronization mechanisms.

The network layer is specified in the ZigBee Pro standard and manages network topology,

routing, parts of the security services, and acts as a message broker. The application layer

contains the manufacturer applications. This layer also includes the application profiles,

which for ZLL products is the ZLL standard. Since the touchlink commissioning proce-

dure is defined in the ZLL standard, this procedure is also defined in this layer.

Security measures are only applied to the two upper layers, NWK and APL. The two lower

layers also support encryption and integrity mechanisms, however, these are not supported

in ZigBee products. ZLL devices use the AES-CCM* authenticated encryption scheme

with a 128-bit key. ZLL devices hold three types of cryptographic keys: link keys, the

network key, and the ZLL master key. A link key is only shared between two devices in

a network and used for direct unicast communication. Consequently, a ZLL device may

hold multiple link keys. The network key is used for broadcast communication and shared

between all devices of a network. The ZLL master key is shared between all devices that

support the ZLL profile and is distributed to manufacturers by the ZigBee Alliance and

protected by a non-disclosure agreement (NDA). Nonetheless, the ZLL master key was

disclosed in March 2015 as stated by Zillner [Zil15].

4 ZLL Touchlink Commissioning

For the initial setup, a device needs to be associated to the customer’s WPAN. The proce-

dure of connecting a new device to a network for the first time is called commissioning.

ZLL enables two commissioning modes: touchlink commissioning and classical commis-

sioning. Since we focus on the touchlink commissioning, the classical commissioning is

not further considered in this paper.

4.1 Protocol Description

We explain the commissioning protocol for joining a new device to an existing network

in an abstract manner (see Figure 2), omitting the details that do not pose any additional

information concerning the scope of this paper.

The touchlink commissioning protocol is executed between two entities, an initiator and

an end device. The initiator is usually either a controller or a bridge, i. e., a ZLL device

characterized by a physical button which is pushed to start the commissioning procedure.

The end device represents the ZLL device to be added to the network. The initiator starts
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TrID, Node type

TrID, RsID, Node type, Key bitmask, Device information

TrID, Duration of identification

TrID, Key index, AESKtrans(KNWK), Network information

TrID, Status

Initiator End Device

Choose

K!{KZLL, Kcert}

Ktrans :=

AESK(TrID, RsID)

TrID!R{0,1}
32

RsID!R{0,1}
32

KNWK Scan procedure

Identity procedure

Network join end device procedure

Fig. 2: Touchlink commissioning protocol in the ZLL profile using either the ZLL master key KZLL

or the certification key Kcert to encrypt the network key KNWK. TrID and RsID denote the random

32-bit transaction and response identifier, respectively. The notation x ∈R {0,1}l denotes a randomly

chosen bit string x of length l.

the device scan procedure by sending scan requests on different channels as defined in the

ZLL specification. These scan requests include the randomly generated transaction identi-

fier TrID and the node type of the initiator (cf. Section 3.2). The end device replies with a

scan response containing TrID, a random response identifier RsID, its own node type, the

list of all supported keys referred to as key bitmask, and some further information.

The device scan may yield multiple potential devices from which the user can select at

least one for the next steps. The user has the option to send an identity request to a device,

upon which the target device performs a predefined identification action, e.g., a light bulb

will flash a few times. An identity request contains the corresponding TrID as well as the

duration of the identification action.

To join a new end device to a network, the initiator encrypts the current network key

using as outlined in Section 4.2, builds a network join end device request containing this

encrypted network key, TrID, the key index as well as network information, and then sends

this request to the selected end device. On receiving the message, the joining end device

replies with a network join end device response which includes a status flag set to indicate

success.

4.2 Network Key Encryption

The scan response contains a key bitmask, which indicates the keys available to the end

device. These can be the ZLL master key, the Certification key, or the Development key.
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The initiator compares the received key bitmask to its own keying material and chooses the

appropriate key. As the Development key uses a slightly different encryption algorithms

and is only allowed during the development phase, here we concentrate on the algorithm

that is utilized with the ZLL master key and the Certification key.

The ZLL master key, denoted KZLL, is distributed to certified manufacturers of ZLL prod-

ucts and bound with a non-disclosure agreement (NDA). The Certification key is used to

evaluate the security mechanisms during the certification phase of a ZLL product and is

defined in the ZLL specification.

To encrypt the randomly chosen network key, the initiator expands the transaction identi-

fier and the response identifier to a 128-bit number which represents the plaintext input to

the AES-ECB encryption, while either the ZLL master key or the Certification key is used

as encryption key. The resulting ciphertext output is called Transport key. In the next step,

the actual network key, denoted KNWK is encrypted under the Transport key, again using

the AES-ECB encryption mode.

We note that AES-ECB does not support any integrity protection, which makes the fol-

lowing Denial of Service attack theoretically possible: The attacker disturbs the part of the

message containing encrypted KNWK in such a way that some bits in the AES-ECB en-

cryption are flipped, and everything else remains unaffected. In this case, the End Device

will accept the message and decrypt the supposed KNWK into garbage without noticing.

5 Security Model

5.1 The Contradictory ZLL Security Assumptions

As discussed in Section 1, a concise security model is indispensable for a meaningful secu-

rity analysis. Such a security model has to specify at least the following three components:

1. System model describes what entities and possible actions are considered, such as

types of devices and communication between them.

2. Security goals specify what should be protected, e.g., confidentiality and integrity

of data.

3. Attacker model establishes against which attack types security is envisioned. For ex-

ample, it describes the capabilities of the attackers, such as eavesdropping or physi-

cal device compromise.

Indeed, without knowing the attackers’ capabilities and the security goals of a system, it is

impossible to claim that a system is secure or insecure, because one does not know what

should be protected (goals) and against which threats (attackers).

The ZLL system model is rigorously described in the 120 pages of the corresponding spec-

ification [Zig12a]. Also the functionality of the ZLL Touchlink Commissioning protocol
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and other security protocols is precisely specified, including the format and the order of

all protocols messages. Unfortunately, this document does not say anything about the at-

tacker model and the security goals, apart form stating that “The ZLL master key is a secret

shared by all certified ZLL devices. It will be distributed only to certified manufacturers

and is bound with a safekeeping contract” [Zig12a, page 104].

The reason behind this approach is quite understandable: whereas message formats and

order of protocol messages are crucial for the operation of the network (they are func-

tional requirements), attacker model and security goals are non-functional requirements:

if the attacker is not present, the ZLL network is going to work as long as all specified

mechanisms are implemented correctly.

Turning to the ZigBee specification [Zig12b], we find the “Security Assumptions” sec-

tion on pages 426-427. This is the only place in this 600 pages long document where

the security model is considered. The description of security assumption is quite infor-

mal. Especially relevant for our work is the following statement: “[...] due to the low-cost

nature of ad hoc network devices, one cannot generally assume the availability of tamper-

resistant hardware. Hence, physical access to a device may yield access to secret keying

material and other privileged information, as well as access to the security software and

hardware.”

Thus, when trying to extract the attacker model and the security goals from the specifi-

cations, we discover contradictory statements that make the derivation of a precise formal

security modeling impossible. On the one hand, ZigBee specification envisions the attacker

that is able to gain access to the internal secrets of the devices by physical tampering. On

the other hand, ZLL specification builds the security of the entire ZLL ecosystem on the

single master key that is the same for all ZLL devices.

In the following, we nevertheless attempt to model ZLL security more precisely and show

possible pitfalls. We start with presenting a system model, then discuss (some) security

goals, and finally address the attacker model.

5.2 System Model

Within the formal system model, one has to specify the involved entities and the actions

they can take. Here, we exclude the attacker as this is part of the attacker model presented

in Section 5.4. On a high level, the system comprises devices that can communicate with

each other and also jointly execute protocols.

Nodes. The entities of the system are given by a set of all ZLL nodes N .5 This set is

not fixed but may vary over time, i.e., nodes may be added or removed. Among the set of

nodes, there is a particular class of nodes called the coordinator nodes.

In cryptographic models, one usually assumes that the set of all nodes is fixed. In contrast,

we assume a process Create that has no input and outputs a new node. That is, we express

5 We use the term node instead of ZigBee device to be consistent with other models (cf. [GRT12, VJU+12]).
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by n ← Create the event that Create has been initiated and its output is a new node n.

In this case, the set of all nodes is extended by the new node n, that is, N is updated

to N ∪{n}. Nodes that have been created by Create (and only those) are called genuine

nodes and we refer by Ngen to the set of all genuine nodes.

We do not further specify Create, as its real-world meaning can depend on the concrete

use case. For example, Create may refer to the process of getting (buying) nodes from a

certain vendor only, or may comprise nodes that have been approved by a certain authority.

Protocols. Nodes can communicate with each other and also jointly run protocols. To

express the situation that two nodes n1 and n2 jointly run a protocol Π, we adopt the

following common notation from cryptography:

Π : [n1 : x1,n2 : x2]→ [n1 : y1,n2 : y2] (1)

This expresses that both nodes run the protocol Π where x1 and x2 denote the inputs of n1

and n2, respectively, and y1 and y2 the respective outcomes of the protocol. Here, ”input”

and ”outcome” refer to locally known values only. For example, x1 is the value used by n1

to run the protocol but does not necessarily mean that it is sent to n2. We use ⊥ to indicate

an uninitialized parameter as well as an intended lack of input or output, e. g., y2 = ⊥
would refer to the case that n2 has no internal output of the protocol.

In our system model, we cover two protocols: Πjoin and Πcmd. In a nutshell, the first pro-

tocol coordinates the inclusion of nodes into the network, while the second allows nodes

within a network to exchange commands. Note that a full system model would require to

specify the correctness of protocols. We omit this here due to space limitations. For the

same reason, we discuss the protocols here on an abstract level only and shortly address

later how these are realized in ZLL. The Πjoin protocol is executed between a node n and

a coordinator c and has the following specification:

Πjoin :
[

c : x,n : x′
]

→ [c : δ ,n : y] (2)

where x,x′ are the inputs of c and n, y is the local outcome of n and δ ∈ {accept, reject} de-

notes whether the protocol run is successful or not.Similarly, the Πcmd protocol is executed

between two nodes n1,n2:

Πcmd :
[

n1 : x,n2 : x′
]

→ [n1 : ⊥,n2 : δ ] (3)

Again, x,x′ denote the inputs of the nodes and δ ∈ {accept, reject} denotes whether the

protocol run is successful or not.

Networks. As already mentioned, nodes can be grouped into networks. Each network

has exactly one coordinator node c. We use this fact to formally define a network:

Definition 1 (Network). Consider the set of all nodes N . A subset Nc ⊆ N is called

a network with respect to some coordinator node c if for any n1 ∈ Nc and n2 ∈ Nc the

following holds: If n1 runs the Πcmd protocol with n2, then n2 eventually accepts.
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5.3 Security Goals

In the following, we specify the security goals of ZLL. They are not given in the spec-

ification and hence are based on our interpretation. According to the specification, each

node is equipped with a master key KZLL which is used in the Πjoin protocol to transport a

network key KNWK from the coordinator to the node. The knowledge of the network key

KNWK is mandatory to make the other node accept in the Πcmd protocol. Based on these

observations, our interpretation of the security goals are:

1. Only nodes that know the master key KZLL should be allowed to join a network.

2. Only nodes that know the network key KNWK should be allowed to send commands

to other nodes in the network.

As the knowledge of KZLL is the only condition for being able to join the network, we

make the following interpretation: the set of genuine nodes Ngen is, according to the spec-

ification, nodes that know KZLL.6 Likewise, we can say that in ZLL, the set of nodes Nc

that belong to the same network are characterized by sharing the same network key KNWK.

Based on these considerations, we propose the following two security definitions:

Definition 2 (Security of Πjoin). Πjoin is εjoin-secure if the probability that Πjoin between

nodes c and n is successful does not exceed εjoin for any n 2∈ Ngen .

Definition 3 (Security of Πcmd). Πcmd is εact-secure if for any network Nc the following

holds: for any n1 2∈ Nc and n2 ∈ Nc the success probability of Πcmd between n1 and n2

does not exceed εact.

These security goals are met in the system if both security definitions hold for small values

εjoin and εact. We note that further security requirements can be identified, such as data

confidentiality, but again this has to be omitted due to lack of space.

5.4 Attacker Model

In the next step, we formalize the attacker. Different attacker types are imaginable here. To

keep the model as flexible as possible, we follow the common approach in cryptography

and formalize the attacker’s capabilities by so-called queries. That is, formally an action of

the attacker is captured by saying that the attacker makes the corresponding query (e.g., to

a hypothetical party which then executes this action on behalf of the attacker). Obviously,

the more types of queries an attacker can make, the more powerful she is.

The first two queries express the capability of an attacker to control the communication

between nodes:

RECEIVE(n) – Receive all messages sent to node n (including broadcasts).

6 More generally, one could say that there is an external procedure which guarantees that only genuine nodes

known KZLL. But this would be out of scope of ZLL and hence is not considered here.
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SEND(n,m) – Send message m to node n.

In principle, this would be sufficient to for two nodes to execute a certain protocol. How-

ever, protocol runs may involve secrets that are unknown to the adversary. On the other

hand, it may be possible to remotely trigger certain protocols, e.g., by touching a button

on a device. This is captured by the following query:

RUN(Π,n1,n2) – triggers protocol Π between the two nodes n1 and n2.

An adversary may also be able to introduce her own nodes to the system or remove nodes.

Here, we distinguish between genuine nodes (which result from the Create process) and

nodes created by the adversary:

ADDGENUINE(n) – adds a genuine node n to N , i. e., a node created by Create.

ADDCUSTOM(n) – adds a node n to N , which is under the full control of the adversary,

meaning that she knows the complete state of the node including any secrets.

REMOVE(n) – the node n is removed completely from the system, e.g., by destroying it,

removing the power source, etc.

Finally, an adversary may bring a (possibly genuine) node under her full control, meaning

that she learns all internal values and can reprogram the node at her wish. We denote the

corresponding query by CORRUPT(n).

5.5 Discussion

We already discussed that in ZLL, the Πjoin protocol actually only checks if the node

knows the master key KZLL, meaning that in reality, genuine nodes are characterized by

knowing this value. Likewise, members of a network are characterized by sharing the same

network key KNWK. Observe that the Πjoin protocol essentially established the network key

between two nodes by sending its encryption using KZLL as the encryption key. Moreover,

in Πcmd, the commands are sent encrypted under the encryption key KNWK. Thus, one can

show7 that if the encryption scheme is secure and both keys are secret, then both security

definitions are fulfilled.

As the ZigBee specification admits that nodes may be physically attacked, the ZLL master

key is subject to unauthorized disclosure. After this actually happened in March 2015 [Zil15],

virtually any device is now able to pretend being a genuine node, violating the security def-

inition given in Def. 2. Similarly, the network key KNWK may be leaked, allowing a node

to execute the Πcmd protocol without having run Πjoin before.

However, as we already stated, the choice of security definitions are also subject to inter-

pretations. One could likewise define a network to be the set of all nodes that successfully

executed the Πjoin protocol with c. This definition would be violated if KNWK is leaked.

Still, we don’t see this as the “correct” definition as the purpose of the Πjoin protocol

should be to achieve a given, independent security goal and not be the basis of a security

definition. In any case, this again shows the necessity of giving concise security defini-

tions. Moreover, observe that the security goals are violated only in presence of a physical

7 In fact, one can conduct a full formal security proof if one assumes a secure encryption scheme. But again, this

has to be omitted due to lack of space.
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attacker, i.e., an attacker who can submit CORRUPT(n) queries. This demonstrates the

importance of providing a clear attacker model.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we provided technical background of the ZLL profile with focus on security

mechanisms, especially on those used in the commissioning process, which is crucial to

enable successful communication among ZLL nodes. Based on this, we developed a formal

security model specifically for ZLL and reviewed the security mechanisms within this

model. While this represents a necessary step towards a sound security analysis of ZLL,

several fundamental security goals such as confidentiality and availability are not covered

yet and are thus left for future research.
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